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We went to where the bodies were sent
Cause the askes fall like rain
Smoke fills the sky with bodies in line
With numbers fr their names
Relapse in time is all to familier
When i hear the sounds of trains
Where's everybody
Where's all the bodies go
Where they go

And the world will fall asleep again
As the new plague spreads and marches in
With your new eyes you won't see your graves
With your new ears hear them say...

We've gouged out our eyes
Stabbed in our ears
So the noise won't carry pain
Lock up the doors, close in the curtains
And pretend the world is safe
When they starve for death
We'll give them hunger and they'll
Forfit all their screams
Where's everbody
Where's all the bodies
Where they go

And the world will fall asleep again
As the new plague spreads and marches in
With your new eyes you won't see your graves
With your new ears hear them say...

The bodies are burning,bodies are burning.....

Death fills the room we gasp out for air 
And they chamber our last breath
So lay down with the world
Her eyes had blackened while the fires settle in
The face pile in we patch up the holes
And let the sirens be the end
Where's everybody
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Where's all the bodies
Where they go

And the world will fall asleep again
As the new plague spreads and marches in
With your new eyes you won't see your graves
With your new ears hear them say...
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